Terms and conditions applicable to all user generated content provided to Manchester United
These terms and conditions apply when any person or entity provides MU with any content
(including written material, a photograph, video or any other digital or physical content) (“Content”).
In these terms and conditions “MU” means Manchester United Football Club Limited and/or any
Manchester United group company, together with the Manchester United Foundation and its group
companies.


By providing Content to MU (whether by uploading it via one of our digital platforms or in
any other way) you are expressly agreeing that these terms and conditions will apply and
you will be bound by them.



You agree and understand that MU will use and process any personal data you submit as
part of the Content (or when providing the Content to MU) for the purposes set out in these
terms and conditions in accordance with applicable law. Further details can be found in the
MU Privacy Policy. In addition, by providing MU with Content additional terms and
conditions may also apply to you, including applicable competition terms and conditions.



If you do not agree to accept these terms and conditions (and all other applicable terms and
conditions) then please do not provide Content to MU.



You may only provide content to MU if you are aged 18 or over.



You agree that MU is free to choose how it will use the Content you provide (for example
(without limitation) the Content may be used in conjunction with other third party content
and/or may be used as part of MU’s commercial campaigns) (“Purpose”).



If we use your Content (in whole or in part) for the Purpose then we may do so anywhere in
the world. We are free to choose the media on which we will use the Content, including (but
not limited to) on our web-pages (including but not limited to www.manutd.com), any of our
social media channels, on our MUTV channel and at any physical location (for example,
banners, posters and digi-boards).



We may or may let other people use, reproduce, modify or edit the Content or make things
inspired by it for us to undertake the Purpose.



We do appreciate you sharing your Content with MU but we can’t pay you.



Be aware that when you provide Content to MU you may be using a tool provided by
someone else and additional terms and condition could also apply to you and the Content.



We appreciate receiving all Content that complies with these terms and conditions and we
hope to use it, but we can't guarantee it. MU is under no obligation to use any or all of the
Content we receive.
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Following receipt of your Content we might contact you for administrative purposes or to
check you have all the relevant permissions to share the Content with us.



You represent and warrant (i) that (if applicable) you are the person shown in the Content,
(ii) that you either are the owner of any copyright subsisting in the Content or have the
copyright owner’s permission to upload the Content (iii) you and any third party shown in
the Content are aged 18 or over, and (iv) if anyone whose likeness appears within the
Content is aged under 18 that you have legal authority to agree to these terms and
conditions on their behalf.



You hereby grant MU a worldwide, perpetual, royalty free, fully paid, non-exclusive,
transferable, sub-licensable licence to use, copy, store, display, reproduce, distribute,
transmit, create derivate works from, combine with other content, alter and/or edit the
Content in its sole discretion for the Purpose.



You represent and warrant that MU’s use of the Content as described herein will not violate
the rights, including but not limited to copyright, trade mark, patent, trade secret, privacy,
publicity, proprietary or other rights, of any third party, or any law, rule or regulation.



To the extent permissible by law, you hereby irrevocably waive any moral rights or other
rights with respect to attribution of authorship or integrity of the Content.



You agree that the Content you upload will not be offensive, inflammatory and/or
inappropriate and it will not violate any applicable laws. If we reasonably believe that this is
not the case then we may provide the Content and your details to the relevant legal
authorities.



If you ask us to do so (and where technically possible), we will remove from our platforms
any part of the Content which you require to be removed and/or your name.



You agree that we can use the Content for as long as we deem necessary for the Purpose.



If your Content identifies someone else then you hereby confirm to MU that you have their
consent to uploading it and to allowing MU to use it in accordance with these terms and
conditions.



You acknowledge and agree that any Content you upload is not confidential.



These terms and conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws
of England and Wales. Any disputes in relation to these terms and conditions shall be
submitted to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of England and Wales.
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If you believe that your content and/or copyright work has been sent to us without your
permission, please contact “enquiries@manutd.co.uk” and, where technically possible, we
will delete it.
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